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Setup
2 Player - Draw 3 location tiles at random.

3 Player - Draw 4 location tiles at random.

4 Player - Draw 5 location tiles at random.

5 Player - Draw 5 location tiles at random. If you have any of the expansions 
with additional locations, draw 6 location tiles at random.

Shuffle and place the 9 cards for each chosen location above the location tile
face down. 

Place the selected location tiles next to each other, this is the town you are 
all going to rob.

Put out the bonus cards relevant to the locations chosen and the “Own This 
Town” bonus card.

Each player chooses a color and takes the 2 shooter tokens, 2 shooter dice,
1 coward token, and 1 coward die. 

A game by Isaac Epp

Each player controls a camp of bandits and your goal is to rob this boomtown 
blind, shooting anyone who gets in your way! Who will rob the most money
and be the badest bandit of them all?



Rules

Shooter Token Shooter Die Coward Token Coward Die

First Player - Each player rolls one shooter die and the first to roll a hit 
goes first. The first player starts by placing the Sherrif token at a location
That location is unavailable for this round.

First Turn

All Other Turns

Placement - Each player, starting with the first, places one token face down
at any available location. Each player keeps placing tokens in turn order until
all tokens have been placed. 

Reveal - Once all tokens have been placed by all players, the tokens are
revealed by flipping them so that the symbols are visible.

Shootouts - Resolve each location one at a time going from left to right. 
Players roll all of the die corresponding to the tokens placed at a location in
real time with all other players at that location. 

First Player - The first player rotates to the left after the end of each round.

Generally, all other turns act just like the first except the following.

Continued...

Rolling starts on the players’ count to three.  Rolling immediately stops as soon 
as someone rolls and declares a hit or runaway. The player who rolled the hit then 
declares the player who was the target. 

The targeted player then removes one token and die pair of their choosing 
from the fight. The fight then commences again until the next hit. Once only 
one player remains, the survivor claims one loot card from the top of that 
location’s deck.  

If a player declares a hit and there was not actual hit rolled, that player must
count to three before joining when the rolling restarts.

In the event of a tie, the hits are ignored and rolling restarts again. If a runaway
is rolled to tie a hit, the hit counts.

All looting, shot, or arrested tokens are returned to players for placement next turn.

Just remember, that playing games is for fun, so don’t be a jerk it’s no fun
for anyone.



Rules Continued...

Continued...

The money value on the loot will count towards your end total whether they have
been played or not. Cards that have to actions, just cash associated with them can
either be kept private or revealed and made public at any time. 

Cards can only be played once. Once played they are left face up in front of 
the player.

Once any one loot stack is empty, that indicates that it is the last turn. 

At the end of the last turn, each player tallies up the number of loot cards won from
each location. The player with the most loot cards from a location claims the bonus card
for it. In the event of a tie, the tied players all get the bonus.

Once all bonuses have been accounted for, each player adds up all of their loot and 
bonus cash and the player with the most money wins. In the event of a money tie, the
players have a final shootout with all of their dice and the winner of that duel is the 
winner of the game.

Card Details

Bank Holiday - Played prior to Placement. When played, the bank is closed for 
that round. 

Inside Job - Card can only be claimed if the player discards a loot card, the discarded 
loot card is removed from the game. If unclaimed it remains on the top of the deck.

Bank (big money)

Brothel Inspector - Played prior to drawing a loot card.

Distraction, Good Times, and Whispered Plan - Played prior to a Shootout.

Crab Season - Played after Reveal, all tokens here return to the players until next round.

Brothel (money & strategy)

Game End

Playing Loot Cards - Once you rob a location, those loot cards become your hand. 
Cards can be played on the turn following the one they are gained in.  Cards can be 
played before Placement, after Reveal, before Shootouts, and during during a 
shootout. The cards’ actions are resolved in turn order if multiple players are 
playing cards.
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Big Score - Prior to drawing a loot card, player can discard this card from play and 
claim two loot cards in that heist.

Special Thanks (Playtesters) - Brian Kaiser, David Miotke, Gabriel Rodriguez, Geoff 
Mitchell, Grant Rodiek, Ian Hetu, Jessica Patterson, John Berges, Kaiwen Young,
Kerry Laws, Kevin Gibson, Leonard Patterson, Matt Yang, Miguel Goncalves, Nick 
Corea, Patrick Harris, Rich Ridlen, You-Jin Lee

Loose Lips - During Placement, player can peak at all of the placed tokens at a location.

Misdirection - Played after Reveal, player can move any one token to a location that
has not yet had a Shootout this round.

Overheard Plans - Played prior to Placement.

Safe Found! - Can be played at any time.

Train (money & strategy)

Body Double, Guns Akimbo, & Intimidation - Can be played up to and during 
a Shootout.

Dynomite! - Prior to a Shootout, the player takes all of the dice from the other 
players that will be involved in this shootout. Any rolled hits will remove that die
and it’s paired token from the Shootout.

Stagecoach (money & guns)

Liquid Courage and Sloppy Drunk - Can be played up to and during a Shootout.

Sneaky Bastard - Can be played up to and during a Shootout. Coward can be placed
at any location that has not already had a Shootout.

Tip Off The Law - Can be played up to and during a Shootout. Targeted token is 
removed from play for this round.

Saloon (money & coward abilities)


